
Stone Lake Analytics

Look Inside the Machine

Lead analyst Shawn Mahaney, MSME, has extensive experience with moving machines. In 25 

years of work in automotive, heavy rail, material handling, and factory process applications he 

has dealt with issues in static structure, dynamic loads, casting quality, and hardware 

specification. 

Stone Lake Analytics is a consultancy available for long- or short-term engagement on difficult 

structural analysis (FEA) problems. Our specialty is in multi-component machines, with 

movement and contact.

We have broad experience in physical testing in parallel with analytical work – we learned “to 

eat our own dog food”, correlating results and improving study methods.

A Stone Lake client can expect:

- Assistance in formulating closed-end questions and goals for a study

- Expert solid modeling to support the project

- Rigorous study setup, without shortcuts

- Quick turnaround of key results

- Ongoing communication as we learn together about the application

- Formal communication with detailed final reports and supporting documentation.

A Stone Lake client will be asked to provide:

- Best known background of the project including loading and physical interfaces

- Well-posed questions to be answered (typically yes/no or quantitative)

- Detailed 3D geometry (more detail is better – we will simplify if needed)

- Designated contact for quick communication.

Outlines of example studies are available at stonelakeanalytics.com. The contact form there can 

be used to initiate an inquiry. We look forward to learning about your challenges and digging for 

the information that you need.



Crane Boom
Stress and Force Tabulation 
of Nested Sections

Studies began with 
conventional stress 
calculations. All 
parts were 
simulated in free 
contact.

A proposed low-cost crane boom 
was studied for feasibility and 
component sizing. The customer 
model was delivered in multiple 
overlaps (at constant extended 
length) and different elevations.

Also of interest to the customer was forces 
on the rollers and wear pads which transfer 
loads between boom sections. Necessary 
detail for these components was preserved 
for FEA studies.



For 14 different geometry/loading 
combinations, inter-component 
forces were reported for all load-
transfer parts.

Graphical presentation of 
selected results 
demonstrated design trends 
and confirmed expected 
performance..

A key final deliverable was the 
complete tabulation of inter-
component forces. Values in 
excess of part ratings are quickly 
identified and categorized.



Reach Handler
Stress in Pantograph Under 
Inertial Loading

A production cell has need of a load handling system which can lift and manipulate heavy 
objects. Four handlers are to be mounted on a carousel, with independent elevation and reach.

The assembly includes bushings at arm 
end joints and pairs of tapered roller 
bearings at center joints. These were 
included in the simulation model and 
run in full contact so that reaction forces 
could be listed for these hardware 
components.



Loading is by gravity vector and rotational acceleration. A 1200 pound mass load block was in 
contact with the lift platform.

Geometric detail was retained sufficient to evaluate performance of the ribbed arm castings..

Reaction forces were taken for all bushings, bearings, and rollers. Data for sizing of lift and reach 
cylinders was also obtained.



Casting Die
Stress in Die and Holders 
With Pressure and 
Interference

An aluminum bell housing is to be made in a high-pressure die cast process. The part requires 
two slides with cooling.

The complete die was  
modeled, including inserts, 
holder blocks, and simplified 
platens. Tie bars were 
modeled with virtual pin 
connectors. Platen T-bolts 
were modeled as bolt 
connectors, with pre-torque.

Loading was by fluid 
pressure on all wet surfaces 
and planned clamping force 
on the ejector side platen. 
This unstable setup can 
expose if machine size is not 
adequate.



Early runs showed insufficient holder wall thickness around the deep sections of the part. Walls 
were thickened until stress and distortion were reasonable.

Reaction force reporting impacted position and 
sizing of inter-half locating pins.

Further studies included 
study of possible 
interference from thick 
flash at worst-case 
locations, loading the slide 
locks. Stress fields from 
these studies guided 
location of cooling lines.
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